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V7 PS24.0W9A2-2E display privacy filters Frameless display
privacy filter 61 cm (24")

Brand : V7 Product code: PS24.0W9A2-2E

Product name : PS24.0W9A2-2E

- 2 Way - Blocks the view from side angles
- Reversible - Matte or Glossy
- Screen Protections - Secures your information
- Choice of 2 attachment methods
- Frameless
24", 16:9, 531 x 298 mm

V7 PS24.0W9A2-2E display privacy filters Frameless display privacy filter 61 cm (24"):

V7 Privacy Filters are excellent for open, high-traffic environments or wherever on-screen data needs to
be kept private. Screen data is visible only to persons directly in front of the monitor without blurring or
distortion. The filter darkens on-screen information when viewed from the side. The high-gloss finish
sharpens contrast and helps to protect fragile LCD screens from scratches and damage. V7 Privacy
Filters are easy to attach and remove, and can be left in place even when your notebook computer is
closed. Sizes are available to fit most laptop computers and desktop displays.
V7 PS24.0W9A2-2E. Maximum screen size: 61 cm (24"). Aspect ratio: 16:9. Suitable for: Monitor, Type:
Frameless display privacy filter. Surface finish: Glossy / Matt, Protection features: Scratch-resistant

Design

Suitable for * Monitor
Type * Frameless display privacy filter

Features

Display filter features * Anti-glare
Display types supported * LCD
Aspect ratio 16:9
Scratch-resistant
Protection features Scratch-resistant
Surface finish Glossy / Matt
Country of origin South Korea
Privacy filtering orientation Landscape

Ergonomics

Maximum screen size * 61 cm (24")
Screen size HxW 298 x 531 mm
Display diagonal (metric) 61 cm
Reversibility Matte-to-Glossy

Packaging data

Package width 570 mm
Package height 350 mm

Technical details

Certification RoHS

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85299097
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